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PURO E DISPOSTO A SALIRE A LE STELLE
Da: Massimo Minini
A: Haris Epaminonda, David Maljkovic, Ariel Schlesinger, Wilfredo Prieto, Ceal Floyer, Jonathan Monk, Armando
Andrade Tudela, Alice Ronchi, Daniel De Paula, Elena Damiani, Mandla Reuter, Becky Beasley, Simon Dybbroe
Møller, Runo Lagomarsino
Oggetto: show: nov 14, 2020
Dear,
Quite surprisingly, we decided to hold a show with our half young gallery.
My gallery is now 47 years old... We need to remain in focus, and little by little, we introduced new artists. Let me say
that after your ‘yes’ we feel would a bit younger and happy... The point for a gallery, as for every other structure, is to
remain inside the core of the situation. Thinking about this exhibition, I realize that my young artists depict quite an
extraordinary family of Image-makers. Well, let’s say that we are proud of such a situation and intend to celebrate it.
Would you be happy to be part of this celebration?
RSVP
( ) yes, please
( ) no, thanks
Massimo Minini
Da: Becky Beasley
Caro MM,
(X) yes, please!
Baci a tutti!
Bx
-Da: Runo Lagomarsino
Dear Massimo, and dear all
I would be very happy to participate in this exhibition, sharing and celebration this together!
Kind regards
Runo
-Da: Mandla Reuter
Dear Massimo,
Thanks for your message. That sounds very nice, I like celebrations very much!
All best,
Mandla
-Da: Simon Dybbroe Møller
Dear Massimo
(X) yes, please
( ) no, thanks
Sounds great – can’t wait to hear more. Let’s Celebrate!
Best,
Simon
-Da: Alice Ronchi
Che bello!
-Da: Ariel Schlesinger
Dear Massimo,

Thanks for your email.
True yesterday was first day of cold, we had a nice time playing outside in the cold.
Yes, I will be happy to take part in the show, the shoes work will fit well and if I come up with new works.
Let me know if you need anything else!
Hugs from Berlin,
Ariel.
-Da: Daniel de Paula
Yes. Si. Ja. Sì.
All the above — count me in. And thank you for the beautiful e-mail.
warm regards from Amsterdam
-Da: Wilfredo Prieto
Gracias Massimo!
It would be a pleasure to be part of the show! Of course, yes!!!! Abrazos desde La Habana!!
-Da: Jonathan Monk

-Da: David Maljkovic
Dear Massimo,
Nice to hear from you. Yes, I would like to participate, sounds good.
Hope to see you soon
Best
David
-Da: Elena Damiani
Dear Massimo,
Thank you for the invitation, please count me in! I’ll be very happy to be part of the group show and celebration. Please let
me know what are your plans and ideas for the show. I’m very excited to learn more about it.
Big hug from Lima,
Elena
-Da: Armando Andrade Tudela
Dear Massimo,
please apologize for my late reply, they starting to be custumary and unfortunately, predictable. Am very happy to
participate in this adventure. Count on me for whatever you and the gallery want/need. 47 years running the gallery shows
a level of commitment, resilience, and love for art that is extraordinary. Your example is a weapon for all of us that live a life
in the arts.
Un fuerte abrazo
Armando
-Da: Ceal Floyer
group show: sure!
-Da: Haris Epaminonda
Dear Massimo,
As always I love receiving emails from you, they make my day! They read like haiku’s but Massimo style.
Of course I am in, sounds great! Great list of new and old additions :)
Sending hugs from here
Haris
Inaugurazione: sabato 14 novembre 2020, dalle 15 alle 21 - fino al 23 gennaio 2021

